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Abstra t. Expressive power is a potential sour e of benets for Information Retrieval. Indeed, a number of works have been traditionally
devoting their eorts to dening models able to manage stru tured do uments. Similarly, many resear hers have looked at query formulation and
proposed dierent methods to generate stru tured queries. Nevertheless
few attempts have addressed the ombination of both expressive do uments and expressive queries and its ee ts on retrieval performan e.
This is mostly due to the la k of a oherent and expressive framework
in whi h both do uments and queries an be handled in an homogeneous and e ient way. In this work we aim at lling this gap. We test
the impa t of logi al representations for do uments and queries under
a large-s ale evaluation. The experiments show learly that, under the
same onditions, the use of logi al representations for both do uments
and queries leads to signi ant improvements in retrieval performan e.
Moreover, the overall performan e results make evident that logi -based
approa hes an be ompetitive in the eld of Information Retrieval.

1 Introdu tion
Query stru ture has been extensively studied in the literature of Information
Retrieval (IR). There is eviden e that queries involving boolean operators are
more ee tive than weaker query stru tures. Belkin and others

ombined man-

ual boolean queries and found improvements in retrieval performan e [1℄. Hull
investigated the impa t of boolean stru tured queries in

ross-language informa-

tion retrieval and noti ed that stru tured queries produ e better performan e [7℄.
Kekäläinen and Järvelin studied the ee ts of query stru ture in query expansion
and found positive ee ts for expanded queries [8℄ .
The quest for methods for

apturing the internal do ument stru ture has also

been an a tive area of resear h in IR. For instan e, a number of investigators
proposed dierent approa hes to divide do uments into passages [6, 21, 24, 2℄ and
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there exists strong eviden e that this additional information produ es better
retrieval performan e results.
Although stru tured queries and stru tured do uments have demonstrated
their merits in the

ontext of IR, their

ombination into the same retrieval model

was not evaluated so far. More pre isely, expressive do ument representations are
usually mat hed against at query expressions and, on the other hand, stru tured
query formulations are often run against non-stru tured do ument representations. We

laim that it is not su ient to provide IR systems with powerful

query languages if the representation of do uments oversimplies their information

ontent. The reverse argument also holds. Both do uments and queries

should benet from the full expressive power of the formalism involved. This was
not addressed so far mainly be ause of the la k of an appropriate framework in
whi h expressive do uments and queries are homogeneously handled. This leads
to unbalan ed models, full of arti ial ad-ho

elements, whose results

an be

hardly generalized.
One of the major advantages whi h stands on the foundations of logi -based
approa hes to IR [3℄ is pre isely their ability to produ e general and homogeneous
retrieval models. In this work we adopt Propositional Logi

as the underlying

framework and show that better retrieval performan e results are obtained when
expressive representations are used for both do uments and queries. There has
been re urrent

riti ism against logi al models of IR fo used on

evaluation issues. In this respe t, we have taken great

omplexity and

are of the a tual ap-

pli ability of the theoreti al model. First, the e ien y of the logi al approa h
followed here was re ently assured [12, 13, 15℄. Se ond, following the large-s ale
experimentation presented here, the model appears as a
model under realisti

ompetitive retrieval

ir umstan es.

In most of the works on query stru ture, the formulation of queries was
done either manually or assisted by external tools su h as thesauri. In our work,
we applied simplisti

te hniques to extra t automati ally expressive represen-

tations from both TREC topi s and do uments. The development of adequate
and generi
a great

methods to build automati ally expressive representations is indeed

hallenge for logi al models of IR. Nevertheless, our simple automati

indexing method fa ilitates a large-s ale evaluation on the impa t of logi al representations on retrieval performan e.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In se tion 2 we briey sket h
the theoreti al details of the underlying model. Se tion 3 reports the experiments
ondu ted and se tion 4 dis usses the evaluation results and other relevant issues.
The paper ends with some

on lusions.

2 Ba kground
In this work we follow the logi al approa h for IR suggested by Losada and
Barreiro [11, 15, 10℄. This model is based on the
Logi

ombined use of Propositional

and Belief Revision. Along this paper, we will refer to this model as PLBR

model. There are a number of reasons supporting this ele tion. First, the PLBR
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model was e iently implemented and polynomial-time algorithms were supplied
to mat h do uments and queries [13, 12, 15℄. Se ond, the model was evaluated
against four small test

olle tions [16, 14℄ and the advantages of the use of an

expressive formalism be ame apparent in those experiments. Nevertheless, those
experiments

ould not test the

ombined ee t of expressive do uments and

expressive queries be ause of the poor topi

stru ture in those small

olle tions.

Furthermore, the generality of the logi al framework is appropriate for the
obje tives pursued here. Indeed, the PLBR model was su

essfully used in the

past to model do uments, queries, feedba k information and retrieval situations
in an homogeneous way [15℄. More re ently, the model was extended to in lude
term similarity and inverse do ument frequen y information [17℄.

2.1

The PLBR model

This se tion depi ts the basi

foundations of the PLBR model. The review is

intentionally brief be ause further details

an be found elsewhere [15, 10℄.

Do uments and queries are represented as Propositional Logi

formulas.

Given a do ument and a query represented by the propositional formulas d
and q respe tively, it is well known that the appli ation of the notion of logi al
onsequen e to de ide relevan e, i.e. d
d

j= q

j=

q,

is too stri t [23℄. The entailment

simply tests whether or not ea h logi al interpretation that makes d true

makes also q true (i.e. ea h model of d is also a model of q ). This is not in a

or-

dan e with what we expe t from an IR measure of relevan e. Let us illustrate it
through an example. Imagine two do uments represented as d1
and d2

= :a ^ :b ^ : ^ d

and a query represented as q

do uments fail to fulll the entailment, i.e. d1

6j= q

and d2

3

=

6j= q .

=a^b^: ^d
a ^ b ^ . Both
This is be ause

there exist models of d1 that map the query into false . Similarly, there are also
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models of d2 that map the query into false . As a

onsequen e, the appli ation of

the logi al entailment to de ide relevan e would assign the same status to both
and d2 with respe t to the query q . This is not appropriate for IR purposes

d1

be ause d1 is likely more relevant than d2 (d1 fullls partially the query).
In [11℄ a method to get a non-binary measure of the entailment d

j=

q

was

proposed. To dene a non-binary measure of relevan e the distan e from ea h
model of d to the set of models of q is measured. In the eld of Belief Revision
(BR) measures of distan e between logi al interpretations are formally dened.
The basi

BR problem

an be dened as follows. Let T be a logi al theory and A

a new formula to be in luded in the theory. BR methods dene a way to in lude
the new information in the theory. If there is no
A,

the solution is trivial be ause the new theory, T

operator), is just T

^ A. However, if

to be removed in order to get a

3
4

ontradi tion between T and

Æ A (Æ

stands for a revision

ontradi tion arises some old knowledge has

onsistent new theory. Model-based approa hes

Note that any model m of d1 maps the propositional letter into false and, hen e,
m annot be a model of q .
Note that any model m of d1 maps the propositional letters a, b, and into false
and, hen e, m has to map q into false.
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to BR work on the logi al interpretations of T and A. Basi ally, a measure of
loseness to the set of models of the theory T is dened and the models of
A

whi h are the

losest to the models of T are

the new theory. As a

hosen to be the models of

onsequen e, BR model-based approa hes are suitable for

measuring distan es from do uments to queries when both are represented as
logi al formulas. Next paragraph sket hes the details of this formulation.

In [11℄ there was found an interesting onne tion between Dalal's BR operator
[4℄,

ÆD ,

and IR mat hing fun tions. Let us regard a query q as a logi al theory

and a do ument d as a new information. In the revision pro ess q ÆD d a measure
from a given do ument interpretation to the set of models of the query is dened.
An important

ir umstan e is that the semanti s of this measure is appropriate

for IR. Given a model of the do ument, the measure represents the number of
propositional letters (i.e. index terms) that should be

hanged in that model in

order to satisfy the query. For instan e, let us assume a omplete do ument d (i.e.
a do ument having a single model) represented as neural

^s

ien e

^ :network

and a query q represented as neural ^ network. The distan e from the do ument
to the query would be equal to one be ause we would need to

hange the truth

value of one propositional letter in the do ument (network) in order to satisfy
the query. For that hypotheti al

In the general

0

hanged do ument d , d

0

j= q

would hold.

ase, a do ument representation may be partial and, hen e,

there might be several interpretations in whi h the do ument is satised (i.e.
several do ument models). In order to get a non-binary measure of the entailment
d

j= q we

an

ompute the distan e from ea h model of the do ument to the set of

models of the query and, nally,

al ulate the average over do ument's models.

This average over do ument's models is translated into a similarity measure,
BRsim,

in the interval

[0; 1℄.

Be ause BRsim is model-based, a dire t

omputation would require expo-

nential time (the number of logi al interpretations grows exponentially with the
size of the alphabet). In [13, 12℄ e ient pro edures to approximate the

om-

putation of BRsim were proposed. A restri tion in the synta ti al form of the
logi al formulas involved allows to dene polynomial-time algorithms to

om-

pute similarity. Spe i ally, the propositional formulas representing do uments
and queries have to be in disjun tive normal form (DNF). A DNF formula has
the form:

jun tive

1

_

2

_ : : : where ea h j is a
^ l2 ^ : : :. A literal is

lause): l1

As a result, a do ument d and a query q
d

and q are in DNF. This restri tion is a

generi

onjun tion of literals (also

alled

on-

a propositional letter or its negation.
an be e iently mat hed as long as
eptable be ause the expressiveness of

propositional formulas and DNF formulas is the same. Indexing pro e-

dures have to represent do uments as DNF formulas. From the user perspe tive,
the use of DNF formulas does not introdu e additional penalties. A translation
from a natural language information need into a DNF query

an be done auto-

mati ally (this will be shown in se tion 3) or, alternatively, users

an be asked to
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write generi

propositional formulas and a translation into DNF is automati ally

5

done .
Let us imagine a do ument d represented by a DNF formula d 1

_d

and a query q represented by a DNF formula q 1 _ q 2 _ : : :, where ea h d
a

onjun tive

i)

is

lause. The distan e from the do ument to the query is measured

as the average distan e from do ument
distan e from an individual do ument

lauses to the set of query
lause d

measured as the minimum distan e from d
ent query

i

_ :::

2

(q

j

j

lauses. The

to the set of query

to query

lauses is

lauses. Intuitively, dier-

lauses represent dierent requirements in the information need and

the distan e from d
ment(s) that d

j

j

to the query is measured as the distan e to the require-

best fullls. The

lause-to- lause distan e depends on (1) the

number of literals appearing as positive literals within one
tive literals within the other

lause and as nega-

lause and (2) the number of literals in the query

lause whose propositional letter is not mentioned by the do ument

lause. The

lause-to- lause distan e helps to determine how good is the do ument
for satisfying the query

lause. In this respe t, a

ontradi ting literal,

lause

ase (1),

produ es an in rement of 1 to the distan e whereas a query literal not mentioned by the do ument,

ase (2), in reases 0.5 the value of the distan e. This

is be ause we do not know whether or not the do ument
with that term
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lause a tually deals

(re all that do ument representations are partial: information

about presen e/absen e is not available for all the terms in the alphabet). The
example depi ted in g. 1 helps to

larify the measure of distan e applied. Note

that the nal value of distan e is 0 be ause ea h do ument
satises one or more query

7

lause

ompletely

lauses, i.e. any do ument view satises one query

requirement . Observe that d 1 does not in lude information about the term e
and, hen e, its distan e from q 1 , whi h asks for e, gets an in rement of 0.5.
An extension of the PLBR model was dened to in lude idf and term similarity information [17℄. New e ient algorithms were designed and the experiments
against small

olle tions revealed that the model

an be

ompetitive with the

ve tor-spa e model with the tf/idf weighting s heme.

3 Experiments
In our experiments, we used a subset of the TIPSTER/TREC
sisting in about 173.000 do uments. Spe i ally, we

olle tion

on-

onsidered all Wall Street

Journal (WSJ) do uments (years 87-92) in TIPSPER/TREC volumes 1&2.

5

6

7

Although a translation from a propositional formula into DNF an take in the worse
ase exponential time, queries have usually few terms and, then, the translation time
is a eptable.
This de ision is theoreti ally supported by the fa t that half of the models of the
do ument lause map the term into true and half of the models of the do ument
lause map the term into false or, alternatively, half of the models of the do ument
lause agree with the query lause and half of the models of the do ument disagree
with the query lause.
Sin e query requirements are ombined through logi al disjun tions the satisfa tion
of one single requirement is enough to satisfy the query.
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P = fa; b; ; d; eg
= (a ^ b ^ d) _ (a ^ :b ^ :d ^ e), q = (a ^ e) _ (a ^ d)
do ument d = d 1 _ d 2 , d 1 = (a ^ b ^ d), d 2 = (a ^ :b ^ :d ^ e)
query q = q 1 _ q 2 , q 1 = (a ^ e), q 2 = (a ^ d)

d

Distan e from d 1 to q
Distan e from d 1 to q 1
# ontradi ting literals = 0
#terms in q lause not mentioned
Distan e(d 1 ,q 1 )= 0 + 1/2 = 0.5
Distan e from d 1 to q 2
# ontradi ting literals = 0
#terms in q lause not mentioned
Distan e(d 1 ,q 2 )= 0 + 0/2 = 0
Distan e from d 1 to q = 0
Distan e from d 2 to q
Distan e from d 2 to q 1
# ontradi ting literals = 0
#terms in q lause not mentioned
Distan e(d 2 ,q 1 )= 0 + 0/2 = 0
Distan e from d 2 to q 2
# ontradi ting literals = 1 (d)
#terms in q lause not mentioned
Distan e(d 2 ,q 2 )= 1 + 0/2 = 1
Distan e from d 2 to q = 0
Distan e from d to q = (0+0)/2 = 0
Fig. 1.

by the do

lause = 1 (e)

by the do

lause = 0

by the do

lause = 0

by the do

lause = 0

Distan e from a DNF do ument to a DNF query

In order to index this

olle tion, we used GNU miuz [18℄. GNU miuz

provides a C++ library to build and query a full text inverted index. Miuz was
developed by Senga [22℄, whi h is a development group fo used on IR software.
The exibility of miuz routines allowed us to
ea h term, we store both do ument and
do uments as DNF formulas and
to store

reate an inverted le in whi h, for

lause information. Re all that we store

onventional inverted les were not designed

lause information. Miuz is very exible and allows to dene expli itly

the stru ture of the inverted le. As a

onsequen e, we

ould design and build

an inverted le able to e iently store do uments as DNF formulas.
A total of 50 TREC topi s were used in this experimentation. Topi s #151 #200 from TREC-3 adho

retrieval task [5℄ were used to generate automati ally

DNF queries for representing user needs. We used a stoplist of 571 words and
terms were stemmed using Porter's algorithm [19℄.

3.1

Evaluating the PLBR model

Two main strategies were applied to dene logi al queries. First, a baseline with
at query stru ture is built as follows. All query terms are extra ted and, after
stopword and stemming, the query terms are
a DNF formula with a single

onjun tive

olle ted into a single

lause is built. A se ond

are based on expressing queries as DNF formulas having several
query

lause, i.e.

lass of tests
lauses. Ea h

lause is formed from a subeld of the TREC topi . Figure 2 shows an

example of both strategies for topi

No. 160.

It is important to observe that, although simplisti , this approa h is able
to build automati ally stru tured queries for TREC topi s. Most of the works
aforementioned [1, 7℄ are based on stru tured queries built manually. Kekäläinen
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<title> Topi : Vitamins - The Cure for or Cause of Human Ailments
<des > Des ription:
Do ument will identify vitamins that have ontributed to the ure for human diseases or ailments
or do uments will identify vitamins that have aused health problems in humans.
<narr> Narrative:
A relevant do ument will provide information indi ating that vitamins may help to prevent or ure
human ailments. Information indi ating that vitamins may ause health problems in humans is also
relevant. A do ument that makes a general referen e to vitamins su h as "good for your health"
or "having nutritional value" is not relevant. Information about resear h being ondu ted without
results would not be relevant. Referen es to derivatives of vitamins are to be treated as the vitamin.
Strategy 1: DNF with a single

lause

Strategy 2: DNF with several

lauses

vitamin ^ ure ^ aus ^ human ^ ailment ^ do ument ^ identi ^ ontribut ^ diseas ^ health ^
problem ^ relevant ^ provid ^ inform ^ indi ^ prevent ^ make ^ gener ^ refer ^ good ^ nutrit ^
resear h ^ ondu t ^ result ^ deriv ^ treat
(vitamin ^ ure ^ aus ^ human ^ ailment) _ (do ument ^ identi ^ vitamin ^ ontribut ^ ure ^
human ^ diseas ^ ailment ^ aus ^ health ^ problem) _ (relevant ^ do ument ^ provid ^ inform
^ indi ^ vitamin ^ prevent ^ ure ^ human ^ ailment ^ aus ^ health ^ problem ^ make ^ gener
^ refer ^ good ^ nutrit ^ resear h ^ ondu t ^ result ^ deriv ^ treat)
Fig. 2.

and Järvelin work on automati

Representing a TREC topi

queries but query stru ture produ es only better

results after expansion [8℄. The small-s ale experiments of the PLBR model
reported in [14, 16℄ do not provide a detailed study of the ee t of query stru ture
be ause of the poor variety of subelds in the topi s.
The rst aim of these experiments is to determine whether or not the separation of query information into several

lauses is bene ial in terms of retrieval

performan e. Note that, intuitively, ea h subeld represents a dierent view of
the information need and it seems sensible to think that a separate representation is adequate.
In order to isolate the ee t of expressive queries from the ee t of expressive do uments, we rst ran experiments on at do ument representations with
varying degree of expressiveness for queries. Spe i ally, we rst
uments as

onsidered do -

onjun tions of terms (i.e. DNF formulas having a single

onjun tive

lause) where all terms from dierent do ument subelds are represented into the
same do ument

lause, i.e. no stru ture information is handled for do uments.

In table 1 we present performan e results for this rst pool of experiments. Tests
with and without idf information were run. The use of expressive query representations leads to spe ta ular improvements in retrieval performan e. Observe that
the test using stru tured queries with no idf is even better than the test using
idf on at queries. This supports the idea that IR needs exible query languages
able to express user information needs in a more adequate way. Re all that DNF
formulas having several
logi al

lauses involve the use of both logi al disjun tions and

onjun tions whereas DNF formulas with a single

use of logi al

lause involve only the

onjun tions. Negations were not used in this evaluation. From the

evaluation results obtained, it appears that the variety of logi al
formulate queries is a good property of the query language.

onne tors to
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no idf

Re all
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
Avg.pre .
(non-interpolated)
% hange

idf

1 lause in do s 1 lause in do s 1 lause in do s 1 lause in do s
1 lause in qs several lauses in qs 1 lause in qs several lauses in qs
0.3235
0.1535
0.0896
0.0485
0.0304
0.0169
0.0087
0.0020
0.0006
0.0001
0.0001
0.0451

0.4922
0.5260
0.2730
0.2792
0.2402
0.2010
0.1785
0.1407
0.1478
0.0978
0.1110
0.0692
0.0932
0.0454
0.0737
0.0269
0.0475
0.0162
0.0352
0.0055
0.0171
0.0042
0.1316
0.1055
+191.8%
Table 1. Ee t of expressive queries on retrieval performan e

In a se ond pool of experiments we
having several
onjun tive

onjun tive

0.5173
0.3474
0.3112
0.2589
0.2024
0.1581
0.1356
0.1178
0.0871
0.0652
0.0248
0.1792
+69.9%

onsidered do uments as DNF formulas

lauses and queries as DNF formulas having a single

lause. As for queries, to get DNF representations for WSJ do u-

ments we used the subeld stru ture of the WSJ do uments. In the experiments
reported here, we

onsidered the subelds HL, TEXT and LP whi h

orresponds

to headlines, main text and lead paragraphs, respe tively. Terms from ea h subeld are

olle ted into a

onjun tive

lause and the do ument representation is

omposed of the disjun tion of all these
tional

lause whi h is

lauses. We also

onsidered an addi-

omposed of all the terms from all the subelds. In this

way, we have an additional view whi h represents the full do ument. This was
inspired by some works on Passage Retrieval [21, 24℄ that use both lo al (do ument passages) and global (full do ument) information. Nevertheless, it has been
traditionally di ult to de ide whi h view is adequate for a parti ular retrieval.
The logi al formalism is exible enough and
the do uments and all of them are

an

ope with alternative views of

onsidered at retrieval time.

In table 2 performan e results obtained from expressive do ument representations are presented. All these results were obtained using queries having a
single

onjun tive

lause. The ee t of expressive do ument representations is

negative when no idf information is available and positive when idf information
is

onsidered. Unfortunately, following these results we

annot rea h a

lear

on-

lusion about the ee t of expressive do ument representations when at query
expressions are used. In table 3 we show the performan e ratios obtained when
both do uments and queries are represented as DNF formulas having several
lauses. We also show results for

onjun tive representations for both do uments

and queries. The improvements found in retrieval performan e from the use of
generi

DNF formulas for both do uments and queries are huge. Clearly, ex-

pressive formulas appear as an important tool to improve retrieval performan e.
However, the ee t of expressive do ument representations when at queries
are used is un lear. This experimentation provides no

lear eviden e about the

adequa y of expressive do ument representations when the query language is
poor. This might indi ate that it is not su ient to apply expressive do ument
representations if the representation of queries oversimplies their information
ontent. This idea is supported by the fa t that the best performan e of the
logi al model is obtained when the full expressive power is applied to both do -
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no idf

Re all
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
Avg.pre .
(non-interpolated)
% hange

idf

1 lause in qs
1 lause in qs
1 lause in qs
1 lause in qs
1 lause in do s several lauses in do s 1 lause in do s several lauses in do s
0.3235
0.1535
0.0896
0.0485
0.0304
0.0169
0.0087
0.0020
0.0006
0.0001
0.0001
0.0451

0.3188
0.5260
0.1279
0.2792
0.0866
0.2010
0.0439
0.1407
0.0276
0.0978
0.0170
0.0692
0.0101
0.0454
0.0041
0.0269
0.0009
0.0162
0.0003
0.0055
0.0003
0.0042
0.0425
0.1055
-5.8%
Table 2. Ee t of expressive do uments on retrieval performan e

0.4988
0.2753
0.2192
0.1634
0.1014
0.0715
0.0507
0.0320
0.0208
0.0088
0.0038
0.1104
+4.6%

uments and queries. In the dis ussion se tion we provide an additional analysis
about the ee ts of the logi al approa h on retrieval performan e.

no idf
idf
1 lause in several lauses in 1 lause in several lauses in
Re all
do s & qs do s & qs
do s & qs do s & qs
0.00
0.3235
0.6231
0.5260
0.6445
0.10
0.1535
0.4489
0.2792
0.5023
0.20
0.0896
0.3485
0.2010
0.4128
0.30
0.0485
0.2755
0.1407
0.3387
0.40
0.0304
0.2182
0.0978
0.2646
0.50
0.0169
0.1666
0.0692
0.2106
0.60
0.0087
0.1376
0.0454
0.1783
0.70
0.0020
0.0929
0.0269
0.1342
0.80
0.0006
0.0743
0.0162
0.1009
0.90
0.0001
0.0396
0.0055
0.0695
1.00
0.0001
0.0138
0.0042
0.0206
Avg.pre .
0.0451
0.1980
0.1055
0.2378
(non-interpolated)
% hange
+339.0%
+125.4%
Table 3. Ee t of expressive do uments and expressive queries on retrieval performan e

3.2

Comparison with the Ve tor-Spa e model

In this se tion we

ompare the results obtained with the PLBR model against

results obtained with the Ve tor-Spa e model. The latter results were obtained
using the Lemur toolkit [9℄. Lemur supports the

onstru tion of text retrieval

systems using popular IR models su h as Ve tor-Spa e and Okapi or newer ones
su h as Language Modeling approa hes. It is designed to fa ilitate resear h in
IR using large-s ale databases. Lemur was developed by the Computer S ien e
Department of the University of Massa husetts and the S hool of Computer
S ien e at Carnegie Mellon University in the framework of the so- alled Lemur
Proje t. This does not pretend to be a stri t
model

omparison be ause the PLBR

an only deal with binary term frequen y information and, on the other

hand, the VSP model

an not handle do uments and queries divided into parts.

However, it is interesting to see the absolute retrieval performan e of the logi al
approa h against the retrieval performan e of a popular IR model.
The pro edure to obtain VSP retrieval performan e results was as follows.
First, we ran Lemur routines to build a

lassi al inverted le for the WSJ

olle -
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no idf

Re all
0.00
0.10
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
1.00
Avg.pre .
(non-interpolated)
% hange

idf

VSP VSP PLBR VSP VSP PLBR
bin tf raw tf
bin tf raw tf

0.3386
0.1473
0.0863
0.0465
0.0303
0.0156
0.0085
0.0021
0.0006
0.0001
0.0001
0.0450

0.4500 0.6231 0.6235 0.6699
0.2383 0.4489 0.3520 0.3988
0.1726 0.3485 0.2858 0.3460
0.1379 0.2755 0.2096 0.2967
0.1086 0.2182 0.1567 0.2563
0.0699 0.1666 0.1092 0.2001
0.0443 0.1376 0.0858 0.1565
0.0261 0.0929 0.0584 0.1115
0.0148 0.0743 0.0363 0.0741
0.0042 0.0396 0.0165 0.0330
0.0015 0.0138 0.0071 0.0118
0.0946 0.1980 0.1532 0.2104
+110.2% +340.0%
+37.3%
Table 4. PLBR model vs Ve tor-Spa e Model

0.6445
0.5023
0.4128
0.3387
0.2646
0.2106
0.1783
0.1342
0.1009
0.0695
0.0206
0.2378
+55.2%
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tion . As in the experiments with the PLBR model, we indexed the HL, TEXT
and LP subelds (headlines, full text and lead paragraph, respe tively) and terms
were stemmed using Porter's algorithm [19℄. The stoplist was the same used in
the tests of the PLBR model. Note that evaluation is done at the do ument level.
Although do uments have several
for parti ular

lauses, there are not relevan e assessments

lauses (only whole do uments have their relevan e assessment).

Table 4 depi ts the results obtained for the WSJ
weighting s hemes
graph. For

9

and gure 3 shows the

olle tion using several

orresponding pre ision vs re all

omparison, we also show the performan e results obtained with the

PLBR model when both do uments and queries are represented as DNF formulas
having several

lauses.

These experiments allow us to extra t a number of

on lusions. First, when

no idf information is available, the PLBR model is always superior to the VSP

10 .

Even though the VSP uses raw tf, the PLBR model keeps being better (19.8%
average non-interpolated pre ision vs 9.46% average non-interpolated pre ision).
Re all that the PLBR model

an only deal with binary term frequen y informa-

tion. Nevertheless, the positive ee t obtained from expressive representations is
superior to the negative ee t related to the la k of a non-binary term frequen y
notion. When idf information is available, the same tenden y holds. If the notion of term frequen y is binary the PLBR model performs better than the VSP
(55.2% better in average non-interpolated pre ision). The raw tf/idf VSP experiment is slightly inferior to the PLBR model. However, it is well known that
important improvements

an be obtained with the VSP if weighting s hemes

su h as BM25 [20℄ are applied. This suggests that additional investigation is
needed to determine whether or not the PLBR model

an be

ompetitive in

terms of absolute ratios of retrieval performan e. However, we still do not know
the limits of the PLBR model be ause the full expressive power was not utilized.

8
9
10

In this step, we introdu ed minor hanges in Lemur sour e ode to be able to sele t
whi h do ument subelds were indexed.
We also had to introdu e minor additions in Lemur sour e ode to handle some of
the weighting s hemes depi ted in the table.
Observe that neither the VSP model nor the PLBR model were tested using normalization. Indeed the in orporation of some kind of normalization (maybe lause-based)
in the PLBR model is a future line of work.
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The PLBR model vs the VSP model
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The PLBR model vs the VSP model

onsidered in these experiments. As it was mentioned before,

the quest to design te hniques that obtain automati ally better logi al representations of texts is a major

hallenge for logi al approa hes to the IR problem.

Furthermore, the PLBR model used so far does not apply any normalization
fa tor. In order to as ertain the real limits of a logi al approa h su h as ours, it
is very important to investigate on formal ways to en ompass non-binary term
frequen y information and methods to apply
way, the results of this experimentation are

lause-based normalization. Anylear: IR models

an obtain large

benets if stru ture is handled for both do uments and queries. Under the same
onditions, the stru tured version was always signi antly better.

4 Dis ussion
In the experiments reported in this paper logi

appears as a tool to enhan e

retrieval pre ision. In this se tion we look deeply into the

hara teristi s of the

mat hing pro ess trying to nd explanations for that good behaviour. Spe ially, we look at query expressiveness, whose benets in retrieval performan e
are espe ially large.
Consider do uments as DNF formulas with a single
DNF formulas having several

lauses. In this

lause and queries as

ase, the PLBR model behaves

learly better than the PLBR model with at representations. If queries have
a single

onjun tive

lause then all the terms appearing in the TREC topi
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(even in dierent subelds) are mixed up into that
mat h the do ument
several

onjun tive

distan e from the do ument
losest query

lause is used to

an represent queries with

lauses then we will be able to separate distin t parts of the

information need into distin t
the

lause. This

lause. On the other hand, if we
onjun tive

lauses. As argued in se tion 2, the

lause to the query is measured as the distan e to

lause(s). Let us imagine a topi

whose title is Dog maulings

and a relevant do ument dr whi h mentions both terms. If all the query terms are
olle ted into a single onjun tive lause the position in the rank of dr will depend
on how many query terms appear in the do ument. Alghough dr mentions dog
and maulings, it might be the

ase that it re eives a low retrieval s ore be ause

most of the other query terms are not present in dr (e.g. be ause the relevant
do ument is short). Intuitively, if the query language for es us to store all the
terms into the same at stru ture then, the meaning of the information need is
blurred. Think that, the longer the query is, the more

han e to have generi

terms whi h are not very important to de ide relevan e (and, hen e, the more
han e for long do uments to mat h the query). If we represent the title into
a single

onjun tive

lause and the rest of the topi

is separated into distin t

lauses, then the retrieval s ore of dr will be maximum (be ause one query
- the title query
the query

lause

lause - fares 0 from the do ument), no matter how far the rest of

lauses are. This means that the satisfa tion of a single query

lause is

enough to assign a high rank to the do ument. Although a given do ument does
not share many terms with a query, it
it fullls

an re eive a good retrieval s ore be ause

ompletely one of the query views. As a

onsequen e, the semanti s of

the distan e that PLBR uses helps to move relevant do uments towards higher
positions in the rank.
One

an reasonably argue that a similar behaviour might be obtained in the

VSP model if we assign weights for query terms taking into a
of the topi

ount the subeld

in whi h the terms are mentioned. This would allow to measure the

relative importan e of the query terms but, as stru ture is not handled, we

ould

not re ognize whether or not a part of the query is fully satised.
When do uments are DNF formulas having several

lauses the retrieval per-

forman e of the PLBR model gets further improvements. The separation of the
do ument information into several parts helps to rene the mat hing pro ess
and, for ea h do ument

lause, its

losest query

lause(s) is lo ated. This means

that an ellaborated mat hing is done that takes into a

ount mat hes between

portions of the do ument and portions of the query. The pra ti al advantages in
retrieval performan e of this formulation are
have a single

lear. On the other hand, if queries

lause, there is no eviden e that the separation of do uments into

several parts is bene ial. More experimental work is needed to shed light on
this issue. Anyway, the use of expressive representations for both do uments and
queries was always signi antly better than any other approa h and, thus, there
is no doubt about the role of expressiveness for enhan ing retrieval systems. On
the

ontrary, that

ir umstan e supports the idea that representational power

should be fully provided to both do uments and queries.
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Observe that the logi al approa h followed in this work aptures only a binary
notion of term frequen y (tf ). The reader might wonder why the model does not
in lude the tf fa tor. The idf fa tor and a measure of similarity between terms
are global notions, i.e. they do not depend on a parti ular do ument but are
hara teristi s of the whole
ity is not

olle tion (furthermore, the notion of term similar-

olle tion-dependent be ause we

between terms from a thesaurus, from other

an even get a measure of similarity
olle tions, et .). These notions in-

trodu e additional information about the involved terms whi h is

onsidered by

the distan e measured at retrieval time. However, our representational formalism
keeps being the same: Propositional Logi . The tf fa tor, whi h is determined
by the number of o

urren es of a term within a do ument, is not a global no-

tion but it is asso iated to a parti ular do ument. At mat hing time, we

an

use the idf fa tor and term similarity information for measuring the distan e
between two interpretations be ause they are global fa tors and, hen e, we do
not need to know whi h do ument/query is being handled. On the

ontrary, to

apply the tf fa tor we would need to know whi h do ument/query

orresponds

to the interpretations being handled [15℄. If we want to adhere to the theoreti al formalism, this would not be possible be ause a given Propositional Logi
interpretation

an be a model of many do uments and queries. Hen e, the no-

tion of interpretation would have to in orporate term frequen ies giving rise to
a totally dierent model. As a

onsequen e, the PLBR model

annot

onsider

term frequen y information.

5 Con lusion
The most popular IR models have been traditionally driven by e ien y rather
than expressiveness. This leads to IR systems whi h retrieve large amounts of
do uments very qui kly but whose representational power is poor. As a result,
generalization is hardly possible and the stru ture of do uments and queries reeives a marginal role. It is di ult to get in reasingly better performan e results
based on su h models. Resear h on weighting s hemes, normalization, et . has
made a tremendous eort to enhan e IR but they are limited by the
isti s of the underlying representational apparatus. We
should

onsider formalisms able to

hara ter-

laim that IR systems

apture an enhan ed notion of do ument and

query. We are not sure about whi h the best framework is but we are pretty
ondent that the expressive power is a fundamental tool to improve retrieval
performan e.
The performan e results obtained in this work support the intuitions ree ted
in the last paragraph. Huge benets were found when do uments and queries
are represented as expressive formulas. Under the same
approa h was always superior to the

onditions, the logi al

lassi al ve tor-spa e model. The

use of split representations and a mat hing pro ess driven by the

ombined

losest query

lause appear as adequate tools to model IR systems.
Previous experiments using the PLBR model against small

olle tions [16,

14℄ anti ipated its good behaviour but the full expressive power was not uti-
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lized. Following the evaluation reported here, we

an say without doubt that the

more expressive the model is, the better it does retrieval. This suggests that IR
systems should allow to mat h expressive do uments against expressive queries.
Moreover, the size of the

olle tion utilized here assures the good operation of

the PLBR model under realisti

ir umstan es.

Note also that signi ant improvements were obtained with
for separating a do ument/query into several
to apply more

oarse te hniques

lauses. In the future we plan

omplex pro edures to divide do uments/queries into

lauses.

Moreover, in the experiments presented here we did not make use of negations.
The in orporation of negated terms into queries in a relevan e feedba k loop
was re ently evaluated with very good performan e results [14℄. We believe that
negations

an play an important role as a pre ision-oriented me hanism.

Although the expressiveness of Propositional Logi

is limited, further exten-

sions of the PLBR model towards more expressive logi s su h as First Order
Logi

an be undertaken. As logi al models are more general, newer models

an

inherit results obtained previously.
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